Touches of shiplap were installed
throughout the house by builder David
Liimatainan, of Eagle’s Nest Builders, to
provide texture and nautical flair.

a life turned

upside down
Life throws a curve at a couple, who finds
the perfect designer to set things straight
For homeowners Steve and Paula and
the rest of their family, which includes
grown children, spouses and a handful of
energetic grandchildren, time spent on
the Cape was the best time of all. Nestled
on an idyllic, and iconic, point in Hyannis
Harbor, the Cape house was exactly
where everyone wanted to be. Built as an
“upside down” home to best be able to
take in the view, the home had plenty of
bedrooms downstairs, a kitchen upstairs
that could boil some lobsters and corn,
and a rooftop deck over Steve’s favorite
spot to retreat, the garage, where he
would sit as he watched the ferries, boats
and summer sights float by. It was all they
needed, or so they thought.
When Paula visited her cousin, who had
just completed a home makeover with
interior designer Christine Granfield,

principal of Sea Squared Design, she
was so impressed with the outcome, she
asked Granfield to help her incorporate
some new colors into her home.
The first visit to the home started a
momentum of change that would
impact the homeowners for the rest
of their lives. “I walked in, and from
the front door, on the ground floor of
the house, you entered this long dark
‘tunnel’ that was the hallway to the
bedrooms,” Granfield explains. “There
was a closed-in narrow staircase that
went upstairs to the living area. I just
couldn’t understand it. I asked Paula,
‘Have you ever considered flipping your
house?’” What was originally an interior
design project to freshen up the space
suddenly became a life-changing, and
possibly a life-saving, transformation.

by julie craven wagner  photography by joyelle west
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This unique daybed does doubleduty as a comfortable twin bed
and couch for the guest bedroom.
The trundle underneath pulls out
for extra sleeping.

“When assessing my clients’ needs, I often ask whether this
is their forever house. Paula told me that she and Steve love
the neighborhood, their kids love the neighborhood, but
they had friends who couldn’t visit because their knees were
bad, or other health issues prevented them from making it
up the stairs.”
“When Christine asked if we had ever thought about flipping
the house, I had thought about it, but I couldn’t see how that
would work,” Paula says.
It didn’t take much convincing, just a bit of envisioning how
the dark, closed-off ground floor could become an open,
airy expanse that would capture the charming view. Steve
Cook from Cotuit Bay Design took the helm for that part of
the project. And to execute the plan, David Liimatainen of
Mashpee’s Eagle’s Nest Builders put it all together seamlessly.
“It was a fairly easy plan to implement,” Cook explains.
“And it made such a difference. The views are the star from
everywhere in the house and the bonus is that the aging-inplace design will serve them for years to come.”
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One of the many talents Granfield
effectively employs is her ability
to clearly understand her clients’
needs (sometimes better than they
do) and recognize the elements that
will make their home not only work,
but also generate feelings of joy over
and over. “I often ask clients what
they don’t like or don’t utilize in their
home,” Granfield says. Here, she
discovered there was underutilized
space in the garage. “Immediately
it became clear that we could take
needed living space from the garage
to make a comfortable ground floor
that would include a fire-placed
living room, a dining area with a
stunning view, a spacious kitchen
with an oversized square island, a
laundry room and half bath, and
a comfortable master en suite,”
Granfield explains.
Upstairs, the old living area and
kitchen have become a coffee bar
and a second-story perch perfect
for both grandchildren and adults,
as a large flat-screen television,
over a second fireplace, offers up
sports, soaring windows showcase
the nearby boat traffic, and the
popular second-story deck has been
revamped to include comfortable
seating, a fire pit, a grilling area and
a proposed new outdoor bar. Three
bedrooms provide plenty of respite
for visiting friends and family as well
as a myriad of entertaining options.
“The kids love it, but also when
grown-up company comes, they
have all of upstairs to themselves.
They can be on their own schedule
and get their own coffee, until we
are up and about,” Paula notes.
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Perhaps it was intuition, maybe it
was just good old professionalism,
but whatever the impetus was
for Granfield to suggest such a
transformation, it seemed to be
driven by divine inspiration. Within
months of completing the project,
Steve and Paula were headed to
Florida for a few weeks of winter
rest when Steve suffered a stroke
while driving south. “I woke up in
a hospital in Florida and turned
to Paula and said, ‘Good thing
Christine thought to flip the Cape
house—I would never be able to get
up those stairs.’”
Granfield’s contribution didn’t
end with the suggestion for
reconfiguration.
Innately
she
understood this family’s love for
their home and surmised they
would want to enjoy it for as long
as they were able. “I worked closely
with the architect to come up with
a plan that would take into account
the need for universal design,”
Granfield says. “So we made sure
that the doors were wide enough
to accommodate a wheelchair if
that became a consideration later in
life. Or that it would be easy to get
from the car into the house.” Paula
confirms Granfield’s foresight and
her ability to implement commonsense design. “I thought they were
all good ideas, like when we were
in our eighties. I just didn’t think it
would happen so soon.”

design decisions. “Christine has
been amazing,” Paula says. “She did
such a fantastic job, right down to
the drawer and cabinet pulls. There
wasn’t one detail that she didn’t
think of, and it is all perfect. She
absolutely knew what I like, better
than I knew.”

outside. Above: The master suite’s serene and soothing tones and textures

“My style of design is not to push
what I like on somebody,” Granfield
explains. “So when I go out and shop
for clients, I literally try to see it
through their eyes, and imagine I am
living their life.” She also has a fresh
take on the choices a homeowner
makes regarding the items in
their home when she says: “Every
part of every house should be the
homeowners’ favorite item. Every
chair should be really comfortable
and make the homeowner smile,

provide the respite the homeowners were looking for.

every

Top: An oil painting, which was created from a photo the homeowner
snapped at the start of the 2017 Figawi race, was custom-painted by artist

The close relationship Granfield has
built with the couple has earned
her a unique sense of trust that
has successfully driven countless

Mary Hufnagle Murray and has become the focal point of the ground floor,
as it provides the pop of color and beauty that is captured in the view
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Designing spaces too comfortable to leave.
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Beach Bar Cabana Designed by Anthi Frangiadis

Wellﬂeet

508 349 2630

www.TALaBarge.com

Attention to detail
Attention to detail and quality work make every project a true success.

and quality work
make every project a
true success.

comfortable and call to the
homeowner from across the room.
Why not? There is no reason to have
photos by paige biviano
any part of your house that doesn’t
work right and be what you want.”
A perfect illustration of Granfield’s
philosophy is the effect of the
remodel on the home’s small
backyard. At the end of the “tunnel”
Granfield and the homeowner
apkimballconstruction.com | 84 Homers Dock Rd, Yarmouth Port | 508.737.1258
acknowledge as the hallway that
84 Homers Dock Rd, Yarmouth Port |
led from the front door, past
apkimballconstruction.com | 508.737.1258
the downstairs bedrooms to a
nondescript back door in the old
design, Granfield’s new design has
a sleek new glass exterior door.
The door, with a maintenance-free
blind sandwiched between the glass,
has now become a bullseye that
beckons visitors to venture into the
previously underutilized, narrow
backyard. The modest space has
sprung to life with new landscaping,
a comfortable seating area and an
exquisite glass fire pit.
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“I am so happy that Steve and Paula
and their entire family now have a
forever house. A place where they
can be comfortable and safe. There
is so much natural light now. They
have plenty of room to entertain;
they use the outside now, which
they never did. It just all came
together really well and at just the
right time,” says Granfield.
Steve’s health has improved steadily
and his recovery is strong. He says:
“This project was never about ‘What
can we do to get the most out of this
house when we sell it?’ It has always
been about ‘How can we make this
house exactly what we want now?’”
Sometimes you just have to turn
things on their head to straighten
them out.

Follow @capecodlife
Like Us

Tweet Us

Follow Us

Follow us on social media for more
exclusive content on the Cape and Islands

Julie Craven Wagner is the editor of
Cape Cod HOME.
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